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Sub: Information sought under RTI Act. 2005. 
--:ooOoo:--

Please refer your online RTI Application bearing Registration No.lGCAR/R/E/23/00110 
received on line in this Centre on 26.10.2023. The reply to the information sought is as under: 

S.No.

1.

2. 

Information souaht 

Information regarding recent circular 
12/16/Admin(G)/2022/34 7 issued 13/10/2023 
As per this circular RTC shift people also 
having 17 public holidays, then is it ok for 
absence of RTC people in plant for upcoming 
Diwali, Christmas etc. Holidays? 
Since RTC people also having 17 public 
holidays as per this circular, please provide 

Reply 

3. 

information for delay to make Holiday symbol This is not an information as defined 
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. -j under Section 2(f) of RTI Act, 2005.

In this circular, working days 244 rounded off It may also be noted that the public 
as 245 for general shift people. At the same authority under the RTI Act is not 
time working days 276 rounded off as 275 for supposed to create information or to 
RTC shift people. interpret information or to solve the 
Please provide information about the problems raised by the applicants or 
procedure of that rounding off of working to furnish reply to hypothetical 
days. questions. 

4. 30 mins is official lunch break for general
shift people, please provide information of
official lunch, dinner, breakfast time for RTC
shift people.

5. If no official breakfast, lunch, dinner time for
RTC people, then please provide information
about calculation of 8 hrs to RTC Shift
people, 8:30 hrs for general shift people.




